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Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to extend Nash’s technique (see [S]) for the construc- 
tion of C’-isometric embeddings of Riemannian manifolds to the case of Carnot- 
Caratheodory metrics (see 0.5 below). In Section 2 we establish a “stretching” theo- 
rem for Carnot-Caratheodory metrics. This result, combined with Gromov’s contact 
immersion theorem, yields an isometric immersion theorem for Carnot-Caratheodory 
manifolds. 
0. Preliminaries 
In 1954 Nash has proven his celebrated 
0.1. Cl-isometric Embedding Theorem. If a compact Riemannian manifold (V, g) 
admits a smooth immersion (or embedding fo : V -+ Ilkq) then there also exists an iso- 
metric C’-immersion (respectively, C’-embedding) f : (V,g) -+ Iwq, provided dim V 6 
q - 2. In particular (V,g) can be isometrically C’-embedded into Iwq for (I = 2 dim V. 
Recall, that the existence of a smooth (non-isometric) embedding .V --+ Iwq for y = 
2 dim V is ensured by a classical theorem of Whitney. 
0.2. Remark. The dimension restriction dim V < q - 2 was removed one year later by 
Kuiper [6] who modified Nash’s technique to make it work also for q = dim V + 1. 
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The basic idea of Nash is to start with what is called a “short” immersion (or em- 
bedding) fo : V -+ IRq (see Definition 0.3 below) which strictly decreases the lengths of 
all paths in V, and then to stretch it out until it becomes isometric (i.e. preserves the 
lengths of the paths) where this stretching is achieved by an infinite sequence of “Nash 
twistings”. 
0.3. Definition. A map fo : (V,g) -+ (IRq, h = CEI dxf) is called short (strictly 
short) if the induced Riemannian metric f$(/l) on V is such that the form g - f;(h) is 
everywhere nonnegative (positive). 
In fact, the basic techniques of Nash apply to short maps between arbitrary Rie- 
mannian manifolds as follows. 
Let (V,g) and (V, IL) be Riemannian manifolds and fc : V -+ W be a strictly short 
immersion. Then we have the following: 
0.3.A. Short Approximation Theorem. Zf codim(V C W) > 2, then fo can be 
approximated by isometric Cl-immersion in the fine Co- topology. 
Notice that, if the starting fo : V + W is an embedding, then the Nash construction 
delivers isometric embeddings approximating fo, and our results below stated for im- 
mersions apply to embeddings in a similar way. (All this remains valid for codim V = 1 
by Kuiper’s modification of Nash’s method). 
0.4. Our aim is to prove an approximation theorem (see 2.1) similar to 0.3.A above 
and derive from it an isometric embedding theorem (which is stated in 0.4.A) for 
Curnot-Curutheodory metrics (see 0.5 for the definition) on co&act manifolds. Recall, 
that a contact structure on (an odd-dimensional) V is a codimension one subbundle 
S c T(V) whose curvature K. : X2S -+ T( V)/S is a T( V)/S-valued nonsingular 2-form. 
(Locally, one can write S as kera for some form cy defined on V and then identify K 
with the differential da restricted to S that is an ordinary ‘L-form on S). 
Let V and W be manifolds with contact structures S c T(V) and T c T(W) and 
let g and h be positive definite quadratic forms defined on S and T respectively, where 
T is (globally) represented as kerp for some l-form /3 OII W. Assume moreover that 
h agrees with the (curvature) form w = d/3/T in the sense that they define together a 
Hermitian structure on T. Namely, every fiber T, c T, UI E W of the subbundle T 
can be equipped with a Hermitian metric h and this IJ is defined by the triple (h,w, J), 
where J is an almost complex structure on T (i.e. an endomorphism J : T + T such 
that J2 = - Id) which, together with the (positive definite) quadratic form h and the 
(nonsingular) 2-form w satisfies the conditions 
h(Jw Jn) = h(w’r2), w(JT,, JJ = +-~,n) 
for all pairs rr ,r2 E Tw C T, w E W, as well as the following identity 
4~ ~2) = +I, J72). 
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(For example, the Euclidean metric on R2T1+2 = @7L+1 restricted to the subbundle T = 
T(S 2n+1) n flT(S2’“+‘) of the unit sphere S2’L+1 c ~~~~~~ = (cTL+l is Hermitian). 
Our main result can be stated as follows. 
0.4.A. Isometric Embedding Theorem. If dim W 2 2 dim V + 3 and V is compact 
then there exists a Cl-embedding f : V + W which is contact and isometric. 
Here the term contact means that the differential Df : T(V) + T(W) sends S to T 
while isometric means that Df is an isometric homomorphism (S, g) -+ (T, h). 
0.4.A. Remark. This theorem can be interpreted as an isometric embedding theorem 
for Carnot-Caratheodory metrics associated to y on ,5’ and h on T defined below. 
0.5. Definition. A Carnot-Curutheodory metric associated to a (smoothly or contin- 
uously varying in v E V) positive definite quadratic form g = gv defined on S, (the 
fiber over u E V of the subbundle S) is given by the distance tlist(vi, ~2) for ~1, vu;! E V 
defined as the infimum of g-lengths of curves tangent to S and joining ‘ul and v2. (For 
more details, see [7,8] or the more recent reference [5]). 
1.1. Nash’s proof. In this paragraph we shall briefly discuss the method used by 
Nash in his paper on C’-isometric embeddings V -, Rq, y 3 dim V f 2. 
The original proof of Theorem 0.1 given in [X] uses a sequence of successive correc- 
tions applied to an initial short embedding of the manifold V. In this process the first 
derivatives of the embeddings (given by qtuples of functions) are kept carefully under 
control but the higher derivatives grow without bound. So the limit embedding is C’ 
but not C2. 
The corrections applied are “twisting” (or “spiraling”) perturbations of the embed- 
ding. Each perturbation is localized to a small area of the embedding and it is supposed 
to increase the metric in the direction of the “twisting”. The desired embedding is ulti- 
mately obta.ined by piecing together an infinite sequence of these. 
An important role for the Nash-type construction is played by the following 
1.2. Nash’s Decomposition Lemma. Let U = u, (1) = V be an arbitrary finite 
cover of a compact manifold V by open subsets (Jj C c’. Then every C” metric g on b 
decomposes as a finite sum 
where each 6; is induced by a smooth function (6; : V - IR from dx” 011 Ii%, i.e. 6; = 
(d&)2 and where the support of each 4; is contained in some subset Uj for j = j(i). 
1.2.A. Remarks. (i) The C’-proof given by Nash in [8] uses a weaker lemma of 
this kind which says in essence that the metric g can be decomposed into the sum 
g = C,“=, 6; + E where E can be made arbitrarily s~nall. (The proof of the above 
Lemma 1.2 which is stronger than that can he found in [4, 3.1 l.(B’) on page 2241 where 
it is stated and proven also for open manifolds). 
We shall see in the sequel that this weak lemma sufices to prove the Short Approxi- 
mation Theorem 0.3. A. 
(ii) In the case when the manifold V is no~~,-co~~~~~act, it is convenient to use some 
1ocaEEy finite covering of V by balls, V = lJz”=, B,, and then the generalized decom- 
position Lemma 1.2 claims the existence of functions 6;,,, i = 1,. . . , N for a sufficiently 
large N such that g = C S;,, ( w h ere thesummationisdonefor~ = l,...,N;r = l,...). 
(The sum makes sense because of “locally finiteness” and the property of the $J;,?‘s) 
where S;,, = (d&,1-)2 and supp & C B,. 
1.3. The addition property. Consider the Cartesian metric. product (V,g) x (IR, dx”) 
with the metric g + dx 2. Then the induced (from y’) metric on the graph r,#, of a func- 
tion 4 : V -+ IR equals g + ( d@)2. 
To see this we observe that in general, if a manifold X has two embeddings, one given 
by the map p : X -+ (V,g) (in our case the identity map V - V) and the other by the 
map 4 : X + (Iw,gl), then th e metric tensor induced on X by the product embedding 
P x 4 : (V,g) -+ @,a> equals the SuIn P*(Y) + cb*b 1. 
This is just the addition property of metric tensors. 
1.3.A. Observation. Consider the map cy, : LR -+ E4.” defined by the functions 
1 * -It 1 2, = G&sin& , yE = G&COSE -‘t , for t E IR. 
The induced quadratic form on R for h = (dxE)2 + (dy,)” on R” is 
(I)* = (dxc)2 +(dyc)2 = (dt)2 
which means that the map uE(t) is isometric for every (fixed) E > 0. In fact, this map 
isometrically sends (IR, (dt)2) into the E-circle SJ c lR” given by (z,)~ + (Y,)~ = Ed. 
1.3.B. Corollary. Take the Cartesian product V” = V x b?.2 with the metric g” = g + 
(dxE)2+(dyP)2. Then the map Q”, : V x R - V x IIK’ giuc’n 6y 2~ + (v, aE(t)) is isometric. 
Thus for every # : V + R the may & : V + V x iR2 de&cd by v + (w, aJ&(v)) induces 
(from 9”) the metric g + (d~$)” J’or eueryfixed c > 0. 
1.3.C. Remark. The maps 5, defined above for E - 0 converge in the Co-topology 
to the standard embedding V = V x 0 c V x ill” (which induces the metric g on V 
rather than g + (dd)2). 
1.4. Normal extension. Let us start with a given map f : V + W and a ball B c V. 
A normal extension off is a map f” : V x IR” -+ W such that 
(i) f”lvxO = f; 
(ii) the metric induced by f” on B x R” is approximately equal to the product metric 
9:: = f*(h) t (dx)2 t (d y 2 near B x 0 C B x JR” in the sense indicated below. ) 
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If we introduce coordinates 6, z,y in H x R2, br C C’, then (ii) can be expressed 
by saying that the difference g”(b,x,y) - g”“(b, 5, y) uniformly converges to zero as 
(2, y) --+ (O,O), where th e convergence refers to the C’“-topology in the space of metrics 
G. (Recall, t,hat the Riemannian metrics on V are viewed as sections V + S2(V) of the 
symmetric square of the cotangent bundle of V’ and so the space of metrics G is just the 
set of sections of the bundle S2(V) + V endowed with the fine (“O-topology). It is con- 
venient to write the condition (ii) as g” = go” + O(E), where the O-symbol of Landa.u 
means that the term O(E) approaches zero uniformly as the parameter E = x2 + y2 - 0 
(and so the error in the change of the metric is coutrollable by the size of E). Next. WP 
prove the following 
1.4.A. Lemma. Every immersion f : V 4 W adnlits u 4~ormul extension f” for every 
ball B c V, provided codim (V c W) 3 2. 
Proof. Since the ball B C V is contractible, there exist two orthonormal (for the met,- 
ric h) fields & and 82 normal to B. Then there exists a smooth extension f” : V x R2 -+ 
W of the map f : V -+ W such that 
af 
dz vxo= 
81 and afi 
i3y vxo 
=& 
(here we use the notation af/ih: = Df( i)/&:) w lere 1 Df stands for the differential 
off). Now, the fact that the partial derivatives of/iYx and 8f/Sy are orthonormal on 
R x 0 is equivalent to the induced metric to be of the form f*(h) + (&c)~ + (cI~)~ on 
TBIB,~. On the other hand, if M C V is a submauifold and if two metrics g1 and 
g2 are equal on TV~M, then the difference gl - g2 is controllable by the (size of the) 
distance E from V to M. Namely, we have gl = g2 + O(E). 
It follows that the extension f” is normal as the metric g” on T( B :K R2)j~Xo is of the 
form g + (dz)2 + (dy)“. 
1.4.B. Remark. Let f” be a normal extension of the map f : V -+ W and let us 
compose f” with the map c$ : V x lR2 defined in 1.3. B. Then the induced metric of 
the composed map denoted by ff : V x R - W, CID-converges for E -+ 0 over B to 
the product metric g + (dt)*, for g = f*(h). (Th e couvergeuce is uniform on compact 
subsets in B x R). 
To see this, we first observe that as E -+ 0 the map cr: lands in a.n &-neighbourhood 
of B x 0 since, for E -+ 0, the Co-norm IIc$llco also tends to zero. Then the metric 
induced on V x IR by fz from g” differs from that induced from the product metric 
g”o(b, x, y) = g + (dt)* by a term which is O(E). (In fact, the metric induced by f:’ from 
the metric h on W equals the metric induced by 0: from g” as g” is induced on V x wi’ 
from IL). 0 
1.5. Now, let 4 : V --+ R be a C’-function with support in B and let r4 : V - V x IW 
be its graph. For a given map f : V -+ W and small E > 0, we construct a family of 
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maps fE : V -+ W as the composition of maps over B indicated below: 
fE : v -% v x R -s v x JR” -L w, 
where the map of is the one defined in 1.3. B, f” : V x IR2 4 W is a normal extension 
of the given f : V + W, and where we set fe = f outside B. 
Since supp 4 c B, the family fE is Cl-smooth and by the previous discussion the in- 
duced metric (on V) f,*(h) Co- converges to the product metric g+ (d#)2, for g = f*(h). 
Moreover, the maps fc have the following properties: 
(i) the Cl-distance between fE and f is controlled by the Cl-norm of Q, with some 
universal constant = const(q), for q = dim W: 
IlfE - fllc1 G co~~4I>ll~llcl (1.5.1) 
(ii) The maps fE Co-converge to f for E + 0. 
In fact, (1.5.1) follows from the fact that the map & : V + V x R2 (defined in 1.3.B) 
has Cl-distance from the map v I-+ (v,O) bounded by const(y) - (dt#~)~ as a direct com- 
putation shows. (One uses the fact that ea.ch of the functions E sin E-I+, E COSE-r$, has 
Cl-norm bounded by Ii - /Ic#J~~ Cl in the ball B, where K denotes a constant depending 
only n = dim V). (The reader may consult [8], where this computation is done in detail 
in a slightly different setting). 
1.5.A. Basic Lemma. Assume codim V 2 2. Then for every immersion f : V -+ W, 
every positive definite metric 6 on V and every E > 0, there exists an immersion f: : 
V + W having the following four properties (i)-(iv): 
(i) The induced metric f,“(h) is &-close (in the Co- topology) to the metric g induced 
by f + 6, namely we have: IIf:* - g - 611~~1 < e forg = f*(h) 
(ii) The map f,’ is strictly short for the metric g + 6, i.e. f:*(h) < g + 6; 
(iii) The map f,’ is s-close to f in the Co- sense (here we assume that V is compact, to 
simplify the mutter) i.e. f,’ Co-converges to f, for& + 0. 
(iv) The Cl-distance between fJ and f can be bounded from above by the Co-norm of 
6, with some constant = const(q), for q = dim W 
IIf,’ - fllc1 G conwll~ll0c~ 
Proof. We write 6 = C~zI(d$~)2 ( compare Section 1.2) and let by induction fi = fc, 
(defined in Section 1.5) this time with 4 = 41 and 13 = BI, i.e. by taking a normal 
extension f[ : V X IR2 + W and by composing the maps 
f,’ : v A v x R az=acl + v x R” -G liv. 
Then we repeat the same for fj : V --+ W instead off, with 42 instead of 4 and B2 for 
B, i.e. we define fzI,62 : V + W by composing the normal extension off,’ on 82 with 
the map c+ : V x R + V x E2 and with the graph I&2 of 42. 
Note that here it is important to choose ~2 very small, possibly much smaller than Ed. 
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Indeed, we know that for E --f 0 the induced metric (f21,,,)*(h) converges to 
(f:)*(h) + (r1$)2 but the rate of convergence depends on j” via. ~1. On the other hand, 
for cl -+ 0 the induced metric Co-converges to f*(ll) + (cl& )‘. 
It follows, that if ~1 + 0 and Ed -+ 0 sufficiently fast compared to ~1: then 
(f,2,,62)*(h) tends to f*(h) + (4%)” t (d&)‘. I n other words, in order to make 
(f,2,,1E2)*(h) to be E-close to f*(It)+(cl~l)“+(d~~2)~, we first choose ~1 to make (_fi)*(l~)O 
to be $&-close to f*(h) and then choose ~2 to make (f:] ,EZ )*(/I) +E-close to (f,’ )*(IL). 
Continuing by induction we construct f,’ = jc,r,i,,,,,EN such that (f:)*(h) is E-close 
to our f : V --f W if all the E;‘s, i = 1, . . . , N are small (as each fjEi2 ,.,,, E,_, is E- 
close to fiI ,ClZ,...,E* ) and also the Cl-distance between f and f,’ is controlled by IlSll% 
since the C’-norm of every #; : V + IR is controlled by il6llt-. (We have (d&)2 < S as 
6 - (c&)2 = C(&#J;)2 > 0). 
Yet, the map f,’ we have constructed is not uecessa,rily short for the metric g + 6. To 
correct that we split 6 as 6 = S’ + 6, where 6, is positive definite and 5, -+ 0 for E + 0. 
Then we apply the above construction for 6’ in place of 5 and then the induced metric 
(I:)* becomes arbitrarily close to g’ + 6 < g + 5. 
1.6. Deriving Theorem 0.3.A from Lemma 1.5.A and Lemma 1.2. Here we 
briefly discuss how the Approximation Theorem 0.3.A can be derived as a corollary 
of Decomposition Lemma 1.2 and the Basic Lemma 1.5.A. 
We begin with an immersion fo : V + W which is strictly short relative to a given 
metric go on V. We write the original g as (fo)*(il)+6, n > 0 and then apply the Lemma 
1.2 for a sufficiently small E = E 1. The new map fl is still short (it is g-short for g = 
go + 6, where go = (fo)*(h)) and we have g = (f,)*(h) •t 6, where, accordingly, the 
%ew error” 61 = 6,, can be made arbitrarily small. 
Next, we pass from f~ to 52, such that (fi)*(I~) = g + Sp, 62 = S,, ,EZ, where S,,,,, is 
again very small, and so on. 
What remains to show is that the sequence fi constructed by this process Cl- 
converges to the required f. To achieve that we recall that the C’-distance between 
fi and fi+l is bounded from above in terms of the error bi in the previous step (where 
we had g = (f;l)(l~) + 6;). 
Since these errors can be made arbitrarily small at every step, the above Cl-distance 
also can be made arbitrarily small, namely we can make dist:;(~fi, f;+l) < ii, for all i. 
Thus the sequence f; is a Cauchy sequence in the C”-topology and so Cl-converges 
to some f. It follows (by continuity) that f*(I),) = linl;,, (f:)(lr) = g. That is, the limit 
map f is g-isometric. 
Finally, it is not difficult to show that with all the &i’s sufficiently small this limit f 
can be made arbitrarily Co-close to fo. Thus Nash’s Theorem 0.3. A is proven. 
2. Extension of Nash’s technique to contact immersions 
We want to apply the previous construction to the case when we have contact 
Carnot-Caratheodory metrics on V and on W (see 0.5), that is we assume that V and 
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W carry, besides Riemannian metrics, contact structures S 011 V and T on W respec- 
tively, and let fo : V -+ W be a short contact (i.e. (fo)*(T) = S) map. We assume h 
satisfies the assumption of 0.4., i.e. the manifold W is quasi-Hermitian in the sense of 
2.2. A below. 
2.1. Theorem. If dim W > 2 dim V + 3 then fo cun bc CO-approzimuted by contact 
isometric Cl-immersions. 
Proof. The argument presented in Section 1 extends to the contact case with the fol- 
lowing notion of normal contact extension f” : V x IR” --f W, where the additional 
contact property off” (compare 1.4. (ii)) is as follows: 
The induced subbundle (f”)*(T) on 61 c V x Rz equals the one induced from S by the 
projection p : B x IR2 -+ B. (The subbundle p*(S) 011 V x IR” has codimension 1 but is 
not contact. For example, if dim 1’ = 1 this bundle is, on the contrary, integdde). 
2.1.A. Remark. Let f” be a contact extensiou and let /-3 : V -+ V xR2 be an arbitrary 
section with supp(@) C B. Then the subbundle on V induced by the composed map 
f”o/3 : V + W, equals 5’. That is, if we set f”o@ = fr, we have 
(fi)*(T) = 1s. 
2.1.B. Unfortunately, one can not construct a normal contact extension for an arbi- 
trary contact immersion fu : V --+ W but this can be achieved under certain additional 
regularity assumptions on h and fo. The conditions used in the present article (which 
will be relaxed in another paper) are expressed by the definitions 2.1. Bi and 2.2. A1 
which are given below. 
Consider a linear space L endowed with a symmetric quadratic form h and an anti- 
symmetric form w and denote it by (L, IL, w). 
We begin with the following 
2.1.Bl. Definition (Regular subspaces). A subspace LO C (L, h, u) is called (h, w)- 
regular if one of the following two equivalent conditions (I)( I’) and II is satisfied: 
(I) The linear system in 2 E L 
h(G) = o, w(z,zi) = 0, W 
where the vectors II, 12,. . . , l,,, form a basis in LO, is non-singular. 
(I’) The covectors 5 --) /L(z, Ii) and z + W(X, Ii), i = 1,. . . ,m are linearly indepen- 
dent. 
(II) The intersection of the orthogonal complements (L C-,/L o) II (L 0, Ln) has the 
correct codimension, namely 2 dim Lo. 
We call this intersection (h,w)-o~thogonat complement and denote it by L Oh,,, Lo. 
Note, that this L @h,w LO (obviously) equals the space /’ of solutions of(R). 
Finally, observe that if the quadratic form 11 is non-singular (e.g. is positive definite) 
then codim(L 01, Lo) = dim Lu and the same is true for non-singular w (namely, 
codim(L 0, Le) = dim Lo). 
2.1.B; Remarks. (i) If Lo C L is regular, then, obviously, every subspace Loo C Lo 
is regular. 
(ii) If the forms 12 and w are non-singular, then every l-dimensional subspace of the 
linear space L is regular. (The proof is an easy exercise). 
2.1.B~. Definition (Quasi-Hermitian pairs (IA,w)). We ca.11 the pair (h,w) quasi- 
Hermitian if the space L admits a Hermitian structure, i.e. a complex structure J : 
L -+ L, and a Hermitian form IJ such that its real part equals h and the imaginary part 
&fi = h(z, Jz) is proportional tow, i.e. tih = Xw, A # 0. 
2.1.C. Definition. We say that a space E c P is totully rwd if one of the following 
equivalent conditions (i)-(iv) is sa.tisfied: 
(i) E rl GE = 0; 
(ii) The real dimension of spanl( E, GE) equals 2 dim E; 
(iii) If tr,. . . , t, is a real basis in E then the vectors tr , . . . , t,, are (U-independent in Cq; 
(iv) If tr , . . . , t, is a real basis in E then the vectors tr, . . . , t,,, &itl,. . . , J--in, are 
X-independent. 
2.1.D. Lemma. Assume that the pair (it, w) is quasi-Hermitiun and let Lo c (L, h,w) 
be (real) subspace. Then the space L’ c L of solutions of the system (R) equals the 
Hermitian orthogonal complement Lc_)I, Lb. In particular, L’ is complex linear, i.e. 
IL1 = L’ 
Proof. The (h”+w”)-orthogonality expressed by the system of equations (R) is equiv- 
alent to Hermitian orthogonality. 
2.1.Dl. Corollary. In the quasi-Hermitian case, a subspucc Lo c L is regular iflit is 
totally real. 
2.1.D~. Corollary. The restriction (h, w)jL, to the space L’ c L remains Hermitian 
and, in particular, both forms h and w are non-singular 011 L' . 
2.1.D’. Remark. If LO c L is a cor~plex subspace, it is highly nonregular as 
codimB(L oh,+, Lo) = dimE Lo instead of the required 2 dim Lo. 
2.1.E. Lemma. Let the pair (11,~) be quasi-Hermition, Lo C L be n regular subspace 
in (L, h, w) and let I’ E L be a non zero vector (11, w)-orthogonul to LO. Then the linear 
space L’o = span( Lo, 1’) is regular. 
Proof. LOhL’ = L’@hI’. 
2.1.E1. Corollary. Let II, 12 E L be two independent vectors which are (IL, w)- 
orthogonal to Lo c L and also mutually (h, w)-orthogonal. Then, if the pair (11, w) is 
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quasi-Hermitian, the space L” = span( Lo, 1,,1;2) is rcgula,r, provided the subspace Lo 
was regular. 
2.1.F. On the space of non-regular homomorphisms. Let (L,h,o) be quasi- 
Hermitian of dimension m and let Lo l)e an abstract real vector space of dimension 
2m. Consider the subset CC Hom( Lo, L) consisting of non-regular homomorphisms 
LO --f L, namely of those homomorphisms which are either non-injective or have non- 
regular image. This C is clearly an algebraic (singular) subset in Hom(Lo, L). By the 
above, C consists exactly of non-real ho~nomorphisms li, : Lo -+ L which are given 
by systems of @-linearly dependent vectors 11,. . . , l,,, in L which are the $-images of a 
fixed basic in Lo. Thus we see (compare, e.g., [l] that codim C = 2(11 - m + 1). 
2.2. Let W = (IV,T c T(W),h) b e a contact Car/lot-Cklr’(ltllcodory manifold. 
2.2.A. Definition. We call the manifold W quasi-Hermitian if the pair (h,w) defined 
on T,(W) c T(W) ( h w ere w is the curvature of the subbundle T defining the contact 
structure) is quasi-Hermitian (see IIef. 2.1. Hz) for all ul E W. 
2.2.Al. Definition. Let (V, S) be a contact manifold and let ( W, T) be contact and 
quasi-Hermitian. A contact immersion f : (V, S) -+ (W, T) is called reguEar if, for all 
v E V, (the image of S under the differential IIf) Dfv(S) c Tw(W) is regular. 
Now, as an application of Thorn’s transversality theorem, we obtain the following ap- 
proximation result for contact immersions V i W. 
2.2.B. Proposition. Assume V is compact. Ij rank T > 2 rank S then every contact 
immersion fo : V ---) W can be approximated by a regular contact immersion. 
Proof. As codim C > ranks + 1 = dim V, every contact immersion fo : V --t W can 
be Coo-approximated by a regular contact immersion f’ : V -+ W. 
The induced contact structure S’ = (f’)‘(T) is, in general, different from S but it is 
Coo-close to S, and so by Gray’s stability theorem for contact structures (see [3]) there 
exists a diffeomorphism 77 : V -+ V C”- close to the identity which sends S’ to S. Then 
the composed map f’ o 77 is the required contact regular approximation of fo. 
2.2.B’. Remark. Usually, the Gray’s theorem is stated and used for compact mani- 
folds V, but it is also true for open manifolds. (Namely, if a contact S’ defined on V is 
close to S in the fine C@‘-topology then it is obtainable by applying a diffeomorphism 
to S COO-close to the identity). 
2.3. Now, let us apply the Nash argument using normal contact extensions all along. 
Then all intermediate maps f;, f;+l, . . . are contact (i.e. induce S from T) and thus the 
resulting C’-limit map is also contact. Thus to prove our contact isometric immersion 
theorem we only need the following. 
2.3.A. Lemma. Let W be a quasi-Hermitian contact Carnot-Caratheodory manifold. 
Then every regular contact immersion f : If -+ W admits a normal regular contact 
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extensions B x IR2 -+ W for ewry ball B c I/' provitkd dini W - 1 2 2(dim V - 1) + 4. 
(compare Lemma 1.4. A). 
Proof. First, we choose two vector fields & and 82 along B which are orthonormal 
(for the metric h) and such that, in addition, they satisfy the following three conditions: 
(i) & and 6’2 are normal to B C V; 
(ii) dl and 82 belong to the restricted subbundle Tlv, V C W; 
(iii) Let 1 be a l-form defining T and let J = dl. Then the fields 81 and 82 are mutu- 
ally w-orthogonal and they are also w-orthogonal to T(B) C T( IV). 
Namely, we have: w(&, 82) = 0 and w(i), ,7,) = LJ(&,~;,) = 0 for all sections r, : 
H + T(B) n T c T. (R ecall, that w is essentially independent of the choice of I). 
Sotice, that the existence of the fields 81 and 0)2 is ensured hy the following facts: 
I. B is contractible; 
2. The required pairs are sections of a bundle over H where the fiber over v E \ 
consists of the pairs satisfying (i)-(iii) at ‘o E V. 
Next, denote by u” the form on V x R” induced from S by the projection V x R2 -+ I/ 
and let us show that the map f on B extends to a map f” : R x IS2 + W such that: 
f”(T) = a”, f”lR (&x0) = f7 
In other words, we want to solve the structure inducing problem (for the contact 
structure): f”(T) = u” with prescribed differential on H c I/If. 
This can be done by the general extension theorem for infinitesimally invertible op.- 
erators (see in [4, Section 2.31) but there exists a11 elementary proof which we give later 
(see Lemma 2.3. B). 
Now, we see that statement of Lemma 2.3. A follows by the next two simple remarks: 
2.3.A’. Remarks. (i) The above (normal contact) extension f” : B x iR2 -+ W is 
regular near B x 0 C B x Ilki2 as a consequence of (:orollary 2.l.El. Hence, by (i) of 
Remark 2.1.B’,, the twisted map fE : B -, B x R2 - W is regular for small E. Thus 
Nash’s proof works for regulnr contact immersions into quasi-Hermitian manifolds, as 
the regularity property is kept along the way. (Actually all our construction preserves 
uniform regularity, so that regularity property is even preserved in the limit). 
(ii) If the immersion map (V, 5’) + (W,T) is regular, then necessarily we have 
rank S < f rankT, i.e. dim W 2 2dim V - 1. This tells that the resulting isometric 
immersion theorem needs dim W > 2 dim V - 1 as a minimunl and so we do not loose 
much with the use of the transversality argument (see 2. I. F) for our proof. 
But since we use normal extension we need extra 4 dimension i.e., dim W 2 
2(dim V - 1) + 4 (where dim IV is even as we assmlle that W is quasi-Hermitian). 
2.3.A”. An Example of quasi-Hermitian contact Carnot-Caratheodory man- 
ifold. Let 2 be a complex manifold and let W C 2 be a real hypersurface. Then 
T = T(W) n JT(W) is a codimension one subl~u~~dl~. Now, a sufficient condition for 
T to be contact is pseudoconvexity of the manifold 2 (see, e.g. [2]). In this case, 2 is 
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given at the O-level of a smooth strictly pIurisul)l~arll~ol~ic function, say C : 2 -+ lit. 
This C defines a (Kahler) form w by w = dJ dC and thus a corresponding nonsingular 
Hermitian form H = (IL,w) and 1~ restricted to T form, together with WIT, a quasi- 
Hermitian contact Carnot-Caratheodory structure. 
As a sub-example, one may take the round sphere S2”+r c P+l. Now, in order to 
complete the proof of Lemma 2.3. A we show the following. 
2.3.B. Lemma. Let B C W be a compact submarlifold transversal to the (sub)bundle 
T c T(W) and let 80 be a uectorfield in T(W) along B which is tangent to T]B and 
which is orthogonal to T(B) C T(W). TI lcn 8” cztcnds to II contact field d in a neigh- 
bourhood of B. 
(A field 0 is called contact if its flow preserves the contact structure). 
Proof. We first recall that the Lie derivative with respect to the field a of a l-form, 
say, 4!, is given by the formula: 
ae = de(a) + dqa, .). 
If the l-form C represents a contact structure T on W, then the field d is contact if 
a& = 0. Now, we split the field d into d = 8’ + Hv, where 8’ is in T,v is the field in 
the (one-dimensional!) kernel of w = de 011 W distinguished by the condition e(v) = 1 
and where H is some function. (Thus W(V, r) = 0 for all r E T(W) and e(v) = 1). 
Then, the “contact” condition dli]T = 0 reads : 
(a7 + IM)I~ = 0. (2.3.1) 
Next, we observe that 
e(Y) = 0, (as P is tangent to T), 
de(v, .) = 0, (as Y is in the kernel ofw = dP). 
Thus (2.3.1) becomes: 
w(a7, .)IT = dHlT (2.3.2) 
which is the standard Hamiltonian presentation of a contact field in terms of a function 
H defined on W. Namely, for every H, there exists a mlique vector field d’ tangent to 
T such that 
qa7, *) = -dHIT (2.3.2)’ 
(as the l-form w is non singular on T) and then the field 8’ t Hv is contact. 
What remains to show is that if the field au is w-orthogonal to T(B) then it extends 
to a contact d by means of some function H. 
To do this, we choose such H to be zer*o on 8. Then dH also vanishes on B and 
thus necessarily every contact field 8 = d’ + Hz/ must be w-orthogonal to T(B) (i.e. to 
T(B) n T) since (2.3.2)’ implies, w(P, *)/T(B) = w(i-), .)/T(H) = -dH IT(B) = 0. 
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Now, we turn it the other way around and observe that for every d’ along El which 
is tangent to T and w-orthogonal to T(B) n T there exists a function H which vanishes 
on B and such that, MIT/R = -w( d’, .). 
Indeed, for every one-form y on W along U (i.e. defined 011 ?‘(W)(B) there exists a 
function H on W such that H(R = 0 and ~H(T(wJI~ = y. 
Notice, that this is essentially the extension Lemma 2.8. A we have seen before clain- 
ing that there exists a function on W with prescribed value on fl and with given no]‘- 
ma1 (partial) derivatives along B. Now, as ~J/T/H is uoll-singular, the correspondence 
(established by w between fields F tangent to T/H and l-forms on TIB) defined by 
F c-) ti(d7, .) is one-to-one and so we obtain the function H in the following way. Since 
our field ~7 is w-orthogonal to TIB the corresponding I-fornl on ‘I’]B, call it y, vanishes 
on T(B) n T. Then y’ extends to a l-form defined on T( Ili)l~ by zero on the direction 
in B transversal to T and, by the above, we conclude that our H does exist. 
2.3.B’. Important Remark. Assume that the contact field iJ we have constructed in 
the above proof integrates to a one-parameter group of tliffeomorphisms and take the 
c-orbit, of R, say R’ (which is topologically equivalent to 11 x [-E,E] for the time in the 
interval [-E, El). 
Then the induced (from W) contact structure on H’ equals t,llat obtained by the pro- 
jection B’ = B x [-E,E] --+ B from T/A. (Of course, the sa~ue equally applies to every 
segment of the E-orbit). To show this, we first, observe that as the field 6’ was originally 
(i.e. on B, for t = 0) tangent to the bundle T, it remains s11cl1 for all t as d is contact. 
Next, if we have a subbundle T’ c T( B’) tangent to the fibers of the projection 
p:B’=Bx[--E,E]+B=BxOCB’ 
then by elementary linear algebra one gets: p*q*(T’) = T’, where q denotes the inclu- 
sion map B x 0 C B’. 
2.4. Construction of normal contact extensions. Given two fields dl and & on 
IV along B c W which are ti-orthogonal to T/B ant1 a.re nmtually w-orthogonal, WV 
extend dl to a contact field. This field, if we assume W is compact (which is our case) 
is integrable near B. Thus, we know by the previous Rrnlark ‘2.3.B’ that, on the E- 
orbit B’ = B x [-E,E], T/A’ equals the structure induced from T(B by the projection 
1-p: B’ -+ B. 
Now, we extend the second field 82 from B to B’ by a field &’ which is normal (with 
respect to w) to B (and tangent to T[B’ as earlier). This can be done, for example, b) 
t,ransporting (the restricted field) 8218 by our one-parameter continuous group. Then 
weextend 192 by acontact field on W and take B” = B’x[--E,-c] = Bx:[--E,E]~ = BxR’ 
with a desired map into W which is our normal contact extension. 0 
2.4.A. Reca,ll, that the contact normal extension f” : B x R.’ -+ IV is (il,w)-regular 
in a small neighbourhood U c B x IR” around B x 0 c B x Et2 and consequently it 
is regular on each submanifold inside this CJ. Thus the Nash twisting process discussed 
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earlier keeps valid in the class of regular maps (see (i) of 2.S.A’). Now, we are ready to 
prove the following 
2.4.B. Short Approximation Theorem. Let fo : (V, S) + ( W, T) be a short contact 
(h, w)-regular embedding. Then fo can be Co-upyroxir)lated bg contact isometric embe& 
dings. 
Proof. We apply to the map fo the Nash argument. To make it work better we ex- 
tend the metric h from T to all of T(W) in such a way that for the extended metrics, 
say ij and i the embedding fo is also short. (The existence of such extensions i and k 
is obvious). Now, we apply Nash’s process to fo, 3, h using normal contact extensions 
all along. Then all intermediate embeddings are contact (and regular) and so the limit 
embedding f : V + W is con tact as well as (II --, jj)-isometric. Hence it is also (h + g)- 
isometric. Cl 
Finally, we come to the following 
Proof of the Isometric Embedding Theorem 0.4.A. First we take a point wo E 
W and consider a contact self-diffeomorphism c : W + W fixing wu such that the 
differential Dc,,,~ : T,,(W) -+ T,,(W) is a contracting map, i.e. IID+,lI < 1. 
The existence of such a map c follows from the (well known) fact that the Eu- 
clidean space IWm=2r1f1 with the standard contact structure admits a contact self- 
diffeomorphism 4 : IRm + R”” fixing the origin such that its differential D4(0) : 
TOW” + TOW” is a contracting map. (If the contact structure is given by the equa- 
tion dz - Cy=r yi dx; = 0, then the linear map 4cl : IR’” -- DC”’ given by: (2, y, z) --f 
(pz,py,p2z) is a contact diffeomorphism which is contracting when /.L < 1). The proof 
is obtained by taking a suitable function H, as we did earlier (compare the proof of 
Lemma 2.3.B), or by taking the Heisenberg group model. (In fact, every linear map 
ToIFP --f ToILk” which preserves the contact subspace SO at 0 E Rm and which sends 
the a-form K = da on 5’ (o being the l-form which represents the contact structure S) 
into its multiple can be constructed by some contact flow near the origin)). Next, we 
take a contact embedding foe of V into a small neighbourhood U c W of the point we 
(the existence of this ZJ follows from the discussion in ([4, Section 3.4.3.1). Then after 
composing foe with a sufficiently high ith iterate of c (which contracts with a constant, 
say, v z IIDc,,, I I -+ 0 for i -+ a~) we can make fou (or rather the composed map 
c(‘) o foe) as short as we want, since V is compact. Now, to achieve regularity we invoke 
the Thorn’s transversality theorem and thus approximate foe by a regular (see the pre- 
vious Proposition 2.2.B) contact immersion fo. Notice, that if fo is sufficiently close to 
foe it is also strictly short as strictly shortness is an open condition. Finally, we apply 
the Short Approximation Theorem 2.4. B and derive our statement. 0 
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